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Reply to the Letter to the Editor of K. Walsh

Regina Ahrensa, Jürgen Barthb, Mireille Schaufelbergera

a Bernese Institute of Family Medicine (BIHAM), University of Bern, Switzerland
b Institute for Complementary and Integrative Medicine, University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland

We very much appreciate the comments of Kieran Walsh
[1] on the relationship between reduced performance and
the insecurity of medical students in simulated emergency
telephone consultations (ETCs). In our study [2], the
second most frequent reason cited by students for feeling
insecure was a low level of knowledge about the necessary
questions to ask, suggesting that insecurity and poor per-
formance were associated with this lack of knowledge. It
was this finding that led us to recommend better education
on emergency telephone consultations, as well as training
on what questions to ask.
There is indeed, as Walsh points out, the possibility that a
feeling of insecurity about the ETC itself may have pre-
vented the students from using their knowledge to perform
well. Interestingly, little is known about the factors that im-
prove or hinder the transition from knowledge into per-
formance as exemplified by Miller’s pyramid of competen-
ce [3]. It is unclear whether insecurity is one of the factors
that hinder such a transition. In our study, the reason most
frequently cited by medical students for their insecurity
was lack of clinical knowledge and experience. This insec-
urity could indeed have led to difficulties in applying exist-
ing knowledge. Training on strategies to deal with this was
our second recommendation.
We agree with Walsh that training in emergency telephone
consultations should be accompanied by reflective activity
including how to deal with insecurity. In our practical
course, reflection is done at the end of each simulated
consultation, when students discuss their emergency tele-
phone call with the simulated patient and are asked to
state how they felt during it [5]. This reflective component
could have a stronger focus on any feelings of insecurity,
as well as feedback from clinicians or communication ex-
perts about phases with unclear communication. Recorded
consultations could also be used by students to help them

reflect on any feeling of insecurity during the ETC [5]:
a “think aloud” approach, or asking students to note and
comment on times that they felt insecure. Reflection during
the consultation itself could be taught by immediate inter-
ruption of the consultation by either student or tutor as soon
as any insecurity is perceived, allowing them to discuss it.
We agree that, to produce an improvement in ETCs, train-
ing needs to address both knowledge and how to handle
feelings of insecurity. Further investigation to disentangle
the relationship between these two components would be
worthwhile.
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